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INDIAN SCHOOL  MUSCAT 

Department of Physics 

Class : XII Physics Worksheet - 2  (2017 -2018) 

Chapter 2:  Electrostatic potential and Capacitance  

 

Section A   Conceptual and application type Questions 

1 If the plates of a charged capacitor be suddenly connected to each other by a  copper wire , what 

will happen ? 

2 What would be the work done in taking  a charge 5µC  from one point to another point on the 

circumference of a circle  of radius 10cm, with another point charge 10µC at the  centre  of the 

circle ? 

 

3  Figure shows the field lines due to a positive point charge. Give the sign of potential energy 

difference of a small negative charge between the points Q and P. 

 

  
 

4 A hollow metal sphere of radius 5cm is charged such that the potential on  its  surface is  

10 V. What is  the electric potential at its centre? 

5 Derive an expression for the energy stored in a capacitor charged to a potential V 

6 What is the work done in taking a charge of 5µC along the equatorial line of electric dipole of 

length 2cm , of  opposite charges with same magnitude 3µC , from a point at a distance of 30 cm 

to the mid point of dipole ? 
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7 

 
8 

 
 

9 The given graph shows that variation of charge q versus potential difference V for two capacitors 

A and B. The two capacitors have same plate separation but the plate area of B is double than that  

of A. Which of the lines in the graph correspond to A and B ?  Justify.   

 

 
 

                 

10      

 

 
 

11 
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12 

 
13 

 

14 

 
15 A capacitor  is charged with a battery and  then its plate separation is increased without  

disconnecting the battery. What will be the change in  i) Charge stored in the capacitor    ii) 

Energy stored in the capacitor   iii ) Potential difference across the plates of the capacitor.     iv)  

Electric  field between the plates of the capacitor.   

 

16 Two parallel plates P and Q are kept at a  distance  ‘d’ apart . Area of each plate is A. The  space 

between them  is filled with three dielectric slabs of identical size having dielectric constants  
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Find the effective capacitance. 

17 Sketch a graph to show the dependence of a charge Q stored in a capacitor on the potential 

difference   V applied. From the graph drawn how will you calculate the capacitance C of the 

capacitor and the  energy   U stored in the capacitor. 
 

18 The following table  shows  the dimensions and medium between the plates of three capacitors P,  

Q and R.  Compare their capacitances. 

s.n

o 

Capacito

r 

Area of plates Separation between 

the plates 

Medium between 

the plates 

1 P A D Medium of  εr =4 

2 Q 2A D/2 air 

3 R 2A D Medium of  εr =2 

     
 

19 

 

 Section B Numerical Problems 

1 Two parallel plate capacitors X and Y have the same area of  plates and and  same seperation 

between them . X has air between the plates and Y has a dielectric medium of  ε r  = 4. 
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2 

 
 

3  

 

 
4 

. 

 

5 A parallel plate capacitor has plates of area  200cm
2
 and the separation between the plates 

1mm.Calculate  i ) the potential difference between the plates if 1nC charge is given to the 

capacitor  ii) with the same charge  if the plate separation is increased to 2mm, what is the 

 new  potential difference and  iii) electric field between the plates.  

 

6 The belt of an electrostatic generator is transferring  the charge  at  the rate of 

 3 x 10
-3

 C
 
 per second between two points  having a potential difference of  

3 x 10
6
 V. Compute the power generated. 

7 Three identical capacitors of capacitance 3µF  are connectecd in turn first in series and in parallel 

combination to the common source of potential V.Calculate the ratio of energies stored in these 
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configurations .  

8 Calculate the equivalent capacitance between the points a and b in Figure. 

 
9 Calculate the equivalent capacitance between the points A and B of the given circuit. 

 
 10  

Six charges of 5µC are placed at the corners of a regular hexagon of side 10cm calculate the 

electric potential at the centre of the hexagon. 

 

11 Calculate the potential difference that must be applied  to produce an electric field , that can 

accelerate an electron  to 1/10  
th 

of velocity of light? 

 

12 Two point charges of +0.2µC  and - 0.2µC are separated  by a distance  of  

10
-8

m..Determine the value of electric potential   at an axial point at a distance of 0.1m from their  

mid  point   a) by the side of - 0.2µC  b)by the side of  0.2µC   

 

13 Three capacitors each of capacitance 3pF are   connected in parallel. What is the effective 

capacitance of the combination? What is the charge on each capacitor if the combination is 

connected to a 120 V supply? 

. 

14 Three capacitors each of capacitance 9pF are  connected in series. What is the effective 

capacitance of the combination? What is the Pd across each capacitor if the combination is 

connected to a 120 V supply? 

 

15 When an electron moves from  A to  B  along an electric field line in  the figure , the electron  

does  3.94 x 10
-19

 J of work on it. Find the electric potential differences 

 i)  VB -VA    ii) VC–VA  iii ) VC –VB                                   
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16 Two point charges of 4µC, -2µC are separated by a distance of 1m in air at what 

point on the  line joining the charges is the electric potential  is zero? 

 

17 A parallel plate capacitor of capacitance 100µF is charged to 200V. After disconnecting it from 

the battery , using an insulated handle , the distance between  the plates is doubled. Find the i) 

capacitance ii) pd between the plates and the energy stored in the capacitor. 

 

18 A 500 µC charge is at the centre of a square of side 10 cm. Find the work done in moving a charge 

of 10 µC between two diagonally opposite points on the square. 

 

19  Calculate the capacitance of the arrangement of two parallel plates of area A  separated  by a 

distance of d between them. K1  , K2, and K3 are the dielectric constants of the three materials in 

between the plates as in the figure. 

 

20 Three concentric metallic shells A, B and C of radii a, b and c (a < b < c) have surface charge 

densities σ, -σ and + σ respectively as shown in the figure. 
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If shells A and C are at the same potential, then obtain the relation between the radii a, b and c. 

21 Obtain the equivalent capacitance of the network given below. For a supply of 300 V, determine 

the charge and voltage across C4 . 

 

 

 

 


